Brussels, July 31st 2020

PRESS RELEASE
Naval Group and Kership select Brusselle Carral as
supplier of deck equipment for the Belgian and
Dutch Mine hunting vessels
Brusselle Carral, a Belgian company based in Zeebruges, has been
selected on July 28th 2020 as supplier of deck equipment for the
mine hunters built by Kership for Belgium Naval & Robotics (Naval
Group / ECA Group consortium) for the Belgian and Dutch Navies.

From left to right:

Maximilien Boissier : Kership, Procurement
Michel Le Bouëdec : Kership, Account manager
Hugo D'Hoedt : COE of BCM
Jochen Cobbaert : Program manager BCM
Marino Colautti : Studies manager BCM
Noël Deputter : Contract manager BCM
Brusselle Carral is based in Zeebruges, Flanders and its activities focus on
engineering and producing winches and steering gears. They have been
selected in the frame of the naval mine countermeasures capability
replacement, a programme led by Belgium Naval & Robotics - Naval Group and
ECA Group consortium - which provides for the supply of twelve mine hunters
equipped with drone systems (Toolbox) to the Belgian and Royal Netherlands
navies. They will be responsible of the design, construction and delivery of the
electric driven constant tensioning anchor and mooring winches, for the 12
mine hunters.

Noel Deputter said at this occasion: "This is a strategic reference for us to be part
of this major programme for the Belgian and Dutch navies. Our cooperation with
BNR will bring out the best of our technical expertise. We are very much looking
forward to this new partnership."
Michel Le Bouedec declared: “I am fully confident that this partnership will be
fruitful for the mine hunters programme. We will soon be starting working with
Brusselle Carral. We are much satisfied that the programme moves forward,
moreover associating a Belgian partner to the project.”

Long-term strategic presence in Belgium

Indeed this partnership with a Belgian company is important as part of Belgium
Naval and Robotics' industrial cooperation plan, which aims at setting up a
long-term presence in Belgium in key strategic domains through a series of
measures satisfying Belgium's Essential Security Interests. As part of those
measures, a significant part of the MCM programme is to be carried out in
Belgium.

The first delivery is scheduled in 2024
The contract for twelve mine hunters for the Belgian and Dutch navies has been
notified in 2019 and will span over ten years. After a design period of three
years, Belgium Naval & Robotics (Naval Group / ECA Group consortium) will
lead the production phase, which will be executed by Kership.
Six ships will be delivered to the Belgian navy and six to the Dutch navy with a
first delivery scheduled for 2024. They will be equipped with a complete drones
system containing a total of more than a hundred underwater, surface and aerial
drones entirely dedicated to mine hunting.
Last June, BNR has successfully passed the « systems functional review ». The
supplier of deck equipment has now been selected.
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About KERSHIP
KERSHIP is a joint company founded in 2013 by PIRIOU and Naval Group, two experts in naval design
and building, military systems and services. KERSHIP provides vessels up to 95m dedicated to state
action at sea for marines, coastguards, customs, and scientific institutions…
With the expertise of its parent companies, KERSHIP supports administrations and military marines
throughout their vessels lifecycle, from building to delivery as well as from after sales to In-service
Support (ISS).
www.kership.com

